Abstract Models that explain the economical and political realities of nowadays societies should help all the world's citizens. Yet, the last four years showed that the current models are missing. Here we develop a dynamical society-deciders model showing that the long lasting economical stress can be solved when increasing fairness in nations. fairness is computed for each nation using indicators from economy and politics. Rather than austerity versus spending, the dynamical model suggests that solving crises in western societies is possible with regulations that reduce the stability of the deciders, while shifting wealth in the direction of the people. This shall increase the dynamics among socio-economic classes, further increasing fairness.
and is in an ideal nation, a number of the order unity. We also suggest best ways of improving. Results are presented in table 1, where information on the calculations on every nation is presented in the SI part C.
The conclusions:
 The main conclusions.-Indeed, increases in economical crises. While in a crisis, nations try reducing , where is usually large and unchanged. Within the model, solving the profound economic problems rather than simply buying time until the next crisis requires putting in place measures that reduce , namely, increasing fairness in society. Including new tax steps applied on the top 1% with new governmental programs in favor of the people is the simplest way of shifting wealth in the direction of the people. Such measures will reduce the wealth of the one in a thousand, and will reduce the gaps among all classes in society, yet also improve the dynamics among classes, namely, will help increase the opportunities in the entire society. Note that in the particular case of the USA, the analysis suggests that for solving the economic crisis in the USA while reducing , public awakening is the best first step. Elaboration is presented in the next points.

The basic conclusions.-1) The most basic thing in a nation is increasing the freedom and democracy of its citizen. Then, we look on the local and global economical and political indicators and compute the fairness in the nation. The tradition in a nation influences on the stability of the deciders. Education can reduce this effect. 2) Lasting mass protests signal that the deciders collapsed.
3) The noise coefficient increases in times of a crisis. Although reaching a large value in has also random contributions, the probability of reaching a large value increases when is larger for a constant . This means that in a crisis, we will compute, most probably, a relatively large . The debt, GDP, unemployment and poverty rate are all indicators that in a time of economical crisis increase . The temperature of stability is unchanged when these indicators increase. Protests also increase , where is unchanged. Yet, protests give a serious additional motivation for the deciders "to wake up" and solve the crisis. 4) Increasing or decreasing the debt of the nation is not the most important debate within the peopledeciders model when trying solving the crisis; the effect of any new regulation on the stability of the deciders is the crucial issue.
 Redistribution of the wealth. - The most important way of solving an economical crisis in a nation, while increasing fairness in society, is decreasing the wealth of the top one percent.
(Mathematically, we see this from Eqs. (C7) through (C14) in the SI part 3.) Note that since the society is built like an onion of socio economic classes, this means that the entire top 1% will lose power in favor of the others. For seeing this, we label the socio economic layers with index , where is for the top one in a thousand, is for the next 0.9%, represent the next 9%, represents the next 10%, and represents the next 80%. With this notation, the current allocation of wealth in the USA follows, e.g.
[18]:
. In a fair society, we suggest the following:
. Note that any class improves its condition relative with the next layer in the new situation, so the one in a thousand lose power relative with the entire society. Note that class 5, the poorer class, contains at least eight mini classes.
This suggestion for a new redistribution in wealth is possible with additional tax rates for those making more than 350,000$, in the USA. The taxation should continue even until a tax rate of 75%, affecting also billionaires. Indeed, there are other possibilities for redistribution (e.g., see the discussion around eq. (C8) in the SI part C). In any suggestion of redistribution of the wealth, the clear thing is that the top 1% loses a large portion of its wealth, and the conditions of the other 99% of the people improve significantly. Clearly, the money will reach the people with new governmental programs in housing, education, health care, etc.
 Power and control.-Indeed, the wealth also measures power and control in the society.
In a healthy society, rather than speaking on the top one in a thousand, we should have several percentages at the top (say three) that are equally important in maintaining power and control.
Since the wealth distribution is highly distorted also at its peak, it is obvious that the one in a thousand is in control, and the next class in the society's onion actually protects the one in a thousand. Thus, in terms of power and control, a healthier society has the following allocation of groups and power,
. Here, the number inside the brackets represents the total power of the group ending at the percentile indicated with the subscript value. 
Appendix B: Supplementary numerical and mathematical results
In this model, we measure the number of deciders in each camp, , the temperature and the total opinion , while changing various coefficients in the model.
We look on the stability in the system: the stability is a function of the number of deciders in both camps relative with their initial number and the value of the temperature.
Recall that we find that a simple straight line in the area spanned with the coordinates and defines a region where the deciders collapse and a region where the deciders do not collapse.
Here, is the noise strength and determines the strength of the interactions of the deciders and the people, and is seen like the temperature of stability, where small represents a large From the results it is clear that there is a rather straight line, , in the area that defines a region where the deciders do not collapse and a region where they do collapse. In the region where deciders collapse, the temperature is usually stable, and is relatively small indicating on intermediate-to-strong interactions. When the interactions are considered small (large ), the system is usually stable for small-to-intermediate noise and only when the noise increases a lot, the system can collapse due to the temperature. are for , and , , .
The effect of the power, , is such that it shifts a little bit , yet the behavior of collapsing is seen in the range of powers checked. Increasing the power increases the influence of the temperature on the stability of the deciders, yet then, the system is more exposed for large stochastic fluctuations. Decreasing helps balance large fluctuations in the temperature, since death happens more often in the camp that increases the temporarily value of the temperature. Nevertheless, note that those with a lot of influence also help balance rapid fluctuations in the temperature. Deceasing has a similar effect when decreasing , yet here, an enhanced effect is observed since the fear term are not balanced with other terms. Since the dynamics in this model are among opinions, death and birth terms are omitted since these balance each most of the time. (Namely, the above model is conceptually more stable than the extended version.) Note also that we use only linear terms in ; this is done for simplicity, yet also since the term that is not linear in in the extended model reflects the existence of the influence coordinate. (1) is composed from the following indices:
 is the monthly unemployment rate and it is computed based on official figures from the government. In an ideal nation, .
 is the poverty rate, released from official sources; for example, the US census bureau in the USA [2] . In an ideal nation,  , where is human development index used in the reports of the United Nations Development Programme [3] [4] , and it is a number in the interval zero and one, where 
is composed from the democracy rate, the debt rate, and the GDP rate.
 is based on the from the Economist Group [10] . This index aiming at measuring democracy in a nation ranges from zero and 10, where ten is the best rank. The rate is defined with: . In an ideal nation, .
 is the governmental debt rate. We use figures from Ref. 6 . It is a number larger than zero measuring the debt of the nation in terms of its GDP. In an ideal nation, .
 is the GDP rate. We use figures from ref. 6 . It is a number (usually) larger than zero measuring the change in the GDP of the nation, in a year. We define with, , is the percentage of change in the nation's . In an ideal nation, .

The unbiased thus follows:
In an ideal nation, .
is composed from the nation's economical ties, its diplomatic ties and conflicts.
 measures the trading surplus relative with the GDP of the country. We can use data from the WTO website [11] . We define:
is desirable. Note that among all terms in , and also in the other two major categories, this event is the only one that is usually negative. We design this event in such a way so it could balance .
 measures the conflicts and wars the nation is involved with:
.
We suggest: , (namely, depending on the type of the war), , depending on the strength of the war. The value of the event represents the number of such occurrences. Note that includes territorial disputes and any other war-prone-dispute. In an ideal nation, .
 is the number of nations that are members in the UN that the nation studied has relations with: . In an ideal nation, . The idea is that the diplomatic ties increases stability in the entire society and so this term is included here.
 Since is small for most nations, we may not include it and update the coefficient in (C.6).
Note that is usually small indicating that the world's nations support stability in the nation. Here, is defined with, , where political rights and civil liberties are the measure of the Freedom House [1] . is thus a number ranging from 1 and 3. Most of the events that are part of the quantities in eq.
(C.7) are harder to compute since the idea of a group of deciders controlling the society was not explicitly used in the past, and statistics are scarce. Nevertheless, there are known indicators that point on biases in the society, and we use several of these in the quantification of the categories in eq. (C.7). We suggest the following characterization.
(1) is composed from the following indicators: , , , .
 measures the total wealth of the top one percent relative with the total wealth in the nation. We write,
Statistics about the total wealth of the top one percent in a nation are available [12] [13] . Where these are not known, one can use the statistics about the top 10% [7] and interpolate. Note that is (most possibility) in the range, . Equation (C.8) is based on the idea that in a fair society the wealth distribution follows:
6.5%, 8.5%, 18.33%, 13.33%, 53.33% for 0.1%, next 0.9%, next 9%, next 10%, next80%.
The current situation in the USA follows [12] :
17.5%, 17.5%, 35%, 15%,15% for 0.1%, next 0.9%, next 9%, next 10%, next80%. Note that ranges, .
Other measures that may contribute are the following: (1) is the amount of shares the nation has in the IMF [15] and measures the financial power the nation has among the world's nations and thus may help supporting the deciders in internal matters also, similar with the indicator about the strength of the nation. We can write,
where is the number of shares the nation has in the IMF, and we look on the ratio relative with the maximal shares a country has in the IMF (USA with about 16% of the shares.) Equation (C.13) measures economical influence in the world. It is more accurate than a five-step scale since any nation has shares in the IMF and it is a continuous number in principle, so the scale is more sensitive. Note that ranges, . A general note: We use the CIA fact book [6] and find the income for the top 10% in a nation. We then use the figures about the USA and obtain the wealth of the top 1%. In the USA, 30% of the income is for top 10% (6). Yet, in ref. 12, the total wealth of the top 1 percent in the USA is 34.6%. Thus, the income figure is multiply with 1.1533, and we obtain the top 1% in a nation.
 China:
:
. (2) .
. Since China tradition biases in favor of those in power. (4) . (5) . (6) : (1) , (2) .
Current situation:
Protests emerged recently in China (the Jasmine revolution, 2011), and were oppressed. In terms of the model both the noise and the temperature of stability increased.
China should shift in the direction of a free and democratic society and reduce .
 Russia:
: (1) . (2) . (3) . Since Russia tradition biases in favor of those in power. (4) . (5) .
: (1) . (2) .
. (4) .
Protests emerged recently in Russia and were oppressed (2011). In terms of the model both the noise and the temperature of stability increased. Russia should shift in the direction of a free and democratic society and reduce .
 Japan:
. (2) . (3) . Japan has an emperor, and is a very hierarchical society. Due to WWII, the value of chosen here is one, rather than a higher value. (4) . (5) . (6) .
The noise term should contain at least an additional e resulting from the Tsunami and the nuclear crisis. Although the society does not immediately blame the deciders in cases of natural disasters, the government is currently unstable in Japan, contributing to the Page | 20 public anger. In term of the society-deciders model, the relative noise in Japan is currently about one, . Thus, the people can demand serious economical amendments, shifting wealth from the top one percent in favor of the poorest 80 percent.
. (2) . (3) . Since
Sweden has a royal society. (4) . (5) . (6) (1)
. (4) . 
Germany was an empire through its history. WWII decreases the value of in about one third. (4) . (5) . (6) : (1) . (2) .
France was an empire through its history. (4) . (4) . (5) : (1) . (2) .
. (2) . (3) . Since UK was an empire through its history and has a royal society. (4) . (5) . (6) : (1) . (2) .
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Current situation: The problem of the wealth distribution appears also in the UK where the poorer 80% hold only about 35% of the wealth. We see protests recently in the UK (2011). We also heard about the austerity measures (2010-2011) due to the economical stress. Within the model, we find that UK basic relative noise follows, . The UK should try reducing while shifting wealth in the direction of the poorer 80% with new laws and regulations; namely, the austerity measure should help in this direction rather than in the opposite direction.
Belgium has a royal society. (4) . (5) . (6) : (1) . (2) .
. (  Spain: ,
. (3) . Spain has a royal society. (4) . (5) . (6) : (1) . (2) .
Current situation:
The noise term should contain at least an additional e resulting from the high unemployment rate and protests (2011). This means that the relative noise is about one, .
This is an interesting situation where the people can demand serious economical amendments from the deciders, practically shifting wealth from the top one percent in favor of the poorest 80 percent.
 Greece: ,
. (3) . Greece was an ancient empire. (4) . (5) . (6) : (1) . (2) .
The noise term should contain at least an additional e resulting from the protests and the increasing debt problem (2011). This means that the relative noise is about one, . This is an interesting situation where the people can demand serious economical amendments from the deciders, practically shifting wealth from the top one percent in favor of the poorest 80 percent.
. Since Egypt is in the final stages of a revolution moving in the direction for democracy, we use:
. Pharaohs' tradition. (4) . (5) Here we used, , resulting from the revolution. This value points on, , in the index of democracy in Ref. 11 , and is about the top of the range of a democracy of the second rank. (6) : (1) . (2) .
. (5) The current situation: Protests emerge recently in Egypt (December 2010). These were developed in the direction of a revolution against the Mubarak regime. It seems that the revolution is reaching its initial goals, and democratic elections are scheduled (Winter 2011).
Egypt should continue shifting in the direction of a free and democratic society and reduce .
. Since Libya is in the final stages of a revolution moving in the direction for democracy, we use:
. A tribal society. 
. 
. (2) . (3) . The minority group, Alawis, controls of the people. (4) . (5) . (6) : (1) . (2) . Here, we use a bound for the Gini index, , based on other nations, e.g., Iran.
. (2) . (3) . Saud Arabia has a royal society. (4) . (5) . (6) : (1) . (2) .
. (2) . (3) . The religious group has a serious influence on the perception of the people. (4) . (5) . (6) : (1) . (2) .
. (2) . (3) . The military has a serious influence on the perception of the people. Fame and money are over-appreciated. (4) . (5) . (6) (1) .
. (3) . (4) . (5) (1) , (2) .
The current situation:
Protests emerge recently in USA (September 2011) due to the distorted wealth distribution and the high unemployment rate. In terms of the model the noise increased. New regulations should put in place for reducing and creating a fair society. The main idea is shifting the wealth from the top one percent and also from the next 19% in the direction of the poorest 80%. Indeed, the political motivation for this is created with public awakening, namely, with mass protests.
. (2) . (3) . (4) . (5) .
: (1) , (2) .
Current situation:
The wealth distribution in Brazil is among the worst in the world (the Gini index is 0.539), and in particular the wealth of the top one percent is the largest from all nations studied here (the top 1% owns about 45% of all wealth is Brazil). Brazil's basic relative noise is very small and follows, . Thus, Brazil should reduce , while shifting resources in favor of the poorest 80%.
Study of the following nations will appear online at www.flomenbom.net: Study of additional countries will appear during the time. The first new nations will include: Hungary, South Korea, North Korea, India, South Africa, Australia, New Zealand, Argentina, Ivory Coast, and Yemen.
